VirTex:

Market Focus

VirTex is a trusted technology partner that provides strategic Electronic Manufacturing Services (EMS) to our customer base. VirTex increases the competitive position of your product with a smart and simplified regional supply chain solution across the production lifecycle by focusing on and reflecting your vision.

Markets Served:

- Automotive
- Aerospace & Defence
- Industrial
- Medical

Automotive

Providing customized solutions with a strong focus on design, tooling, plastic, metals, PCB assembly and test. In the automotive market, best in class quality counts, VirTex offers the lowest PPM rates and intense focus on manufacturing zero defect products.

Capabilities include:

- Navigation
- Connectivity
- Comfort
- Sensors
- Infotainment

What our customers say:

“World class, regional manufacturing. VirTex as a team were not just able to manufacture our control panel product, but provide very necessary engineering design enhancements to make much needed advancements.”

Medical OEM

Aerospace & Defense

The Automotive, A&D & Medical groups share a common expertise and highly regulated environment, cycles and traceability. With an emphasis on customer IP security, VirTex offers a standalone service for ITAR and other sensitive programmes.

For more information, please visit virtexassembly.com or follow us on Twitter@VirTexEMS
VirTex:

**Market Focus**

**Industrial**

Customized services based on the special design and complex assembly needs of customers’ products. Leading mechanical solutions for design and manufacturing. Services include metal fabrication and stamping, plastics injection molding, tool and enclosure systems. These mechanicals solutions are integrated with PCBA and final assembly manufacturing capabilities to deliver a full product solution.

**Capabilities include:**
- Capital Equipment
- Household Appliances
- Meters & Controls
- Self Service/Kiosk
- Gaming/Vending

**Medical**

As a recognized leader in the EMS industry, VirTex provides a broad set of capabilities for medical customers in the invitro-diagnostic, drug delivery, and lab equipment industries.

**Capabilities include:**
- Electronic, mechanical, and software design performed under fully compliant design controls
- Regional manufacturing enabling customers to efficiently grow from prototypes to trials to volume production, all performed in a QSR-compliant factory
- All activities overseen by a world-class quality and regulatory team, ensuring compliance with 13485 and other medical standards and practices

**What our customers say:**
- Exceeded customer’s functional and delivery requirements
- Produced pilot in only 7 weeks
- Increased product capacity by 200% over previous design
- Reduced material costs by 25%
- Enhanced product functionality improving customer satisfaction

**Industrial OEM**

**What our customers say:**
- Reduced product cost by 50%
- Seamless transfer from original EMS partner to VirTex with FDA compliance and ISO9001 and ISO13485 certification
- Delivered on high volume manufacturing requirements
- Slashed the unit price by more than 60%
- Reduced the overall plastic component costs by 50%

**Medical OEM**

For more information, please visit virtexassembly.com or follow us on Twitter@VirTexEMS
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